JAVA- Vehicle-Tracking System
Are you fed up with your vehicle tracking and static data entry for view the vehicle in Google Earth? Which consumes a lot of time and manpower;

Well…

**Java-Vehicle Tracking System (JVT)** for the best use in operational efficiency and utilization of vehicles; which is of low cost, reliable, user friendly and is time saver.

**JVT** is an absolutely replaceable alternative for the automation of data entry.

**JVT** revolutionizes the both tracking and navigation.

**JVT** with our application is the most accurate and complete solution for automated tracking

**Dynamic - Tracking**
Administration, Staff and User can use this JVT for their respective work in an easy way. The technology driven concept which simplifies the Attendance Evaluation process and is user friendly.

Administration:

- Automation of Vehicle Track updating and Vehicle monitoring report.
- Vehicle Performance maintenance.

Staff:

- Vehicle Track recording
- Vehicle Data Entry
- Important notes

User:

- Vehicle status from internet

Apart from above applications, E-register features:
- GPS, GSM, Google Earth

Above all, the information required is in hand.
WHAT IS THIS

**JVT**, GPS/GSM based system to track and report Vehicle Monitoring at Onsite.
How This Works

In the Vehicle:
- GPS
- Instructor
- Records Attitude Values

At:
- JWT synced with the central database.

JWT Application generates KML on data and regularity

JWT Application get Data on Database Server

Block for the theft Vehicle is forwarded to the Vehicle and User via SMS.

Statistical reports are forwarded for Google Earth Application.
Benefits

Admin's time is freed from the routine of maintaining and generating reports of the vehicle. This translates into:

• to reduce running costs by specifically targeting those who speed and waste fuel

• By using a system's automatic mileage reminder it is possible to reduce time wasted through vehicle maintenance

• relevant information on one screen, those running the software have easy access to answer enquiries rapidly and accurately.

• Increased productivity.

• GPS systems reduce the amount of paperwork that drivers must fill out.

• By having detailed information on the whereabouts of all employees, business owners are far more in touch with their business operations. Meaning they have greater levels of control over their company.
OTHER FEATURES

• The JVT comes bundled with all the features of a regular Tracking System.
  For instance:

  • The ability to pull vehicles at any time
  • Sending over speed messages
  • Automatically updating vehicle position
THANK YOU